The Effect of a Provision in an Insurance Policy
Limiting the Authority of an Agent
to Alter the Contract

I

T has long been customary for insurance companies to insert in their policies restrictions on the authority of agents to change the insurance contract. It is the purpose of this article to consider the validity of such provisions.

The restrictive clause in the California Standard Form Fire Insurance Policy is: "and no officer, agent or other representative of this company shall have power to waive any provision or condition of this policy except by writing endorsed hereon or added hereto, and no person, unless duly authorized in writing, shall be deemed an agent of this company."

The number of different restrictive clauses that are now in use or have been used in the past is very great. The two commonest clauses in life insurance policies are: "No agent has power, in behalf of the company, to make or modify this or any contract of insurance, to extend the time for paying the premium, to waive any forfeiture, or to bind the company by making any promise, or by making or receiving any presentation or information" and "Only the president, one of the vice-presidents, secretary, treasurer, auditor, or cashier has power on behalf of the

\[\text{\footnotesize \textsuperscript{1}}\] This clause is very similar to that in the New York Standard Form Fire Insurance Policy, which reads: "and no officer, agent or other representative of this company shall have power to waive any provision or condition of this policy except such as by the terms of this policy may be the subject of agreement endorsed hereon or added hereto; and as to such provisions and conditions, no officer, agent or representative shall have such power, or be deemed or held to have waived such provisions or conditions, unless such waiver, if any, shall be written upon or attached hereto." The New York Standard Form Fire Insurance Policy is used in many states. Its use is mandatory in Arizona, Connecticut, Idaho, Louisiana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Texas, Washington, West Virginia and Wisconsin. See "Fire Insurance Laws, Taxes and Fees," published by The Spectator Company.

\[\text{\footnotesize \textsuperscript{2}}\] In The Spectator Company's "Handy Guide to Premium Rates, etc.,” for 1916 are given the policies of 167 life insurance companies. Of that number 37 contain no provision limiting the power of agents; 40,
company, and then only in writing, to make or modify this or any contract of insurance or to extend the time for paying any premium."

Though the wording of the various restrictive clauses varies greatly, the particular phraseology used seems, except in a very few cases, to be unimportant. All the various clauses prohibit oral changes in the policy, and that is the only sort of change that brings the parties into court. So we may treat all the different clauses as if they were alike and merely provided: "No agent has authority to waive any provision of this policy except in writing."

What should be the effect of such a restriction on the power of an agent to waive orally a provision of the policy? At common law an agent has two kinds of authority, actual and ostensible. He has actual authority only to do those things which his principal expressly authorizes him to do. His implied or ostensible authority, however, is much greater. It permits him to do anything that is necessary or customary for the proper conduct of his agency. Expressing it in terms of the "reasonable third party fiction," an agent has ostensible authority to do anything which a reasonable third person, knowing the custom of the trade and the past practice of the agent, but not the principal's restrictions, would think that his principal had authorized him to do. This ostensible authority empowers an agent not only to do things as to which his principal has failed to instruct him, but also to go directly contrary to his principal's orders if only he acts as a reasonable third party, ignorant of the principal's instructions, would deem it reasonable for him to act.

Applying the common law rule to an agent with an insurance policy which prohibits him from changing it orally, what power has the agent so to change it? He has power to do whatever he

---

a provision worded in general like the first of the two given above; 80, a provision like the second of the two, but with many variations as to the particular officers named; while 20 contain both provisions.

3 The following clauses have also been used extensively: "No officer, agent or other representative of the company shall have power to waive any provision or condition of the policy." "The use of general terms, or of anything less than a distinct, specific agreement, clearly expressed and endorsed upon this policy, shall not be construed as a waiver of any printed or written condition or restriction therein." "No alteration or waiver of any of the conditions of this policy shall be valid unless made in writing and signed by an officer of the company at the Home Office."
has actually been authorized to do. If the Insurance Company has in fact authorized him to modify the policy orally, it cannot hide behind a prohibition in the policy and repudiate such oral modifications as turn out not to be to its advantage. Such a provision, then, has no effect upon the actual authority of the agent, but should it not cut off completely his ostensible authority? It should. We can scarcely act on the assumption that it is not reasonable to expect a person who is buying insurance to read his policy, even if many people do not do so. And nobody can read the policy without realizing that the agent probably has not the authority he assumes to make oral changes in the printed contract.

The weight of authority, however, is to the effect that an agent, except a mere soliciting agent, has implied authority to orally change an insurance contract in the face of a provision in the policy to the contrary. The question has arisen in the Federal courts and in those of forty-four states. In some of the states decisions are conflicting and in others it is difficult to say what is the law, but probably the count stands: Against the validity of the limitation on the implied authority of the agent, 28 states;*4

*4 None of the lists of cases are exhaustive except as to California. If the law of a state is well settled, usually only one case is given, while if the cases are in conflict or contain only dicta, several may be mentioned.


COLORADO: German American Ins. Co. v. Hyman (1908), 42 Colo. 156, 94 Pac. 27 (fire ins.); Farmers and Merchants Ins. Co. v. Nixon (1892), 3 Colo. App. 365, 30 Pac. 42.


ILLINOIS: Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Grove (1905), 215 Ill. 299, 74 N. E. 141, (fire ins.).


INDIAN TERRITORY: German American Ins. Co. v. Paul (1904), 5 Ind. T. 703, 83 S. W. 60, (dictum).

in favor of its validity, 16 states\(^5\) and the Federal courts. With the

\(^5\)CALIFORNIA: Elliott v. Frankfort Marine etc. Ins. Co. (1916), 172
minority are several of the most influential courts, among others those of California, Massachusetts, New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania, and the Supreme Court of the United States.


DELWARE: Cohen v. Home Insurance Co. (Del. 1916), 97 Atl. 1014 (fire ins.). Contra as to condition precedent to attachment of risk.


LOUISIANA: Murphy v. Royal Ins. Co. (1899) 52 La. Ann. 775, 27 So. 143 (fire ins.)


MONTANA: Collins v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. (1905), 32 Mont. 329, 80 Pac. 609.


OHIO: Ohio Farmers Ins. Co. v. Titus (1910), 82 Ohio St. 161, 92 N. E. 82, (fire ins.).


The minority courts defend their decisions by applying the common law of agency to the insurance contract. They would all approve of the statement of the Superior Court of Delaware in Cohen v. Home Insurance Company.

“No rule is better settled than where a limitation on the power of an agent is brought home to the person dealing with him, such person relies upon any act in excess of such limited authority at his peril, and hence when an insurance company limits the power of its agent and notice of such limitation is brought home to the person dealing with him, it is not bound by any act of the agent in contravention of the notice.”

The reasoning of the courts that refuse to apply the common law of agency to a provision in an insurance policy limiting the authority of an agent to alter the contract takes many forms. One of the commonest arguments is that of the Supreme Court of Kentucky in German American Insurance Company v. Yellow Poplar Library Company. “A contract of insurance is not within the statute of frauds. It is not necessary that it should be in writing, and although in writing it may be changed by parol


even though the contract provides that it shall only be changed by writing.

All perfectly true. But what of it? Of course it would be carrying freedom of contract to an absurdity to allow me to bind myself never to make a contract except in writing. But from this it does not follow that, providing I notify you, I cannot limit the power of my agent to alter orally the contract that you and I have made. That I may do this in a building contract is well settled. It has been customary for years to provide in large building contracts that the owner need pay for no extras or alterations unless they are ordered by the architect in writing. If the owner orally orders the alterations he must pay for them, but if his architect does so, he need not, because he may limit the power of his agent to contract orally, but not his own.8

One of the most interesting cases on the subject of parol waivers is Hunt v. State Insurance Company.9 In this case the court had decided that a provision in a policy of insurance that no officer or agent shall be held to have waived any of its terms or conditions unless such waiver shall be endorsed thereon in writing is a limitation on the authority of a local agent of the company, and an attempted waiver in violation of such a provision is not binding on the company. A rehearing was granted. The opinion on rehearing was written by Dean Pound of the Harvard Law School, who since the first hearing of the case had been appointed Supreme Court Commissioner of Nebraska. Commissioner Pound reasoned as follows: The policy provided that it should be forfeited if the premises became unoccupied. This meant that the company had the option of forfeiting the policy if this contingency occurred. The premises became unoccupied. An agent of the company was notified. Notice to the agent was notice to the company. Thereafter the company endorsed a mortgage clause on the policy. By endorsing the mortgage clause on the policy after notice of a ground of forfeiture, the company waived the forfeiture. A waiver by the company itself need not be in

8 See building contract cases infra.
writing, and so the provision in the policy against waivers is avoided.

If Dean Pound's reasoning is correct, our problem is solved unless the insurance companies are inconsiderate enough to change the wording of their policies to prevent the knowledge of the agent being the knowledge of the principal. This some companies have already done.\(^{10}\)

In conditional sale contracts of farming machinery, a provision that notice of any defect or of election to rescind must be sent to the Home Office as well as to the agent is commonly inserted in the contract and has usually been held to prevent notice to the agent being notice to the company.\(^{11}\)

Dean Pound's reasoning reaches a result that is contrary to the intent of the parties, or rather, of the insurance company, for in the vast majority of cases the insured has no intent on the subject and the printed policy would not be changed to comply with his wishes if he had any. This reasoning has been adopted by only a very few of the courts dealing with this problem. It has never been alluded to in the building contract cases. In these cases it is provided that the owner need pay for no extras unless they are ordered by the architect in writing. The owner can waive the requirement of a written order just as easily as the insurance company can the forfeiture of a policy. If the knowledge of the architect is the knowledge of the owner, the owner knows that his agent, the architect, has ordered the extras, and that the contractor is furnishing them relying upon his oral order. If with this knowledge the owner receives the extras, that is, allows them to be attached to his building and thereby become a part of his realty, he ought to be held, on Dean Pound's reasoning, to have waived the requirement of a writing, but the courts do not so hold.

The place where the reasoning of the Hunt case would work the greatest change in the law is not in insurance or building contract cases, for there it would undoubtedly be met by a change in the wording of the clause in the contract further restricting the power of the agent, but in the ordinary common law case.

I give my agent authority to sell my horse for not less than

\(^{10}\) Andrus v. Maryland Casualty Co., (1904), 91 Minn. 358, 98 N. W. 200. The provision in this case was held invalid.

\(^{11}\) See conditional sale contracts supra.
one hundred dollars. The purchaser knows of this limitation on my agent’s authority, but buys the horse for eighty dollars, which he hands to the agent. I am unable to see why, on the reasoning of the Hunt case, there has not been a valid sale. The knowledge of the agent is that of the principal. The sale is one which the principal could ratify if he so desired, for even if a stranger sells my horse I can ratify the sale if I so choose. The principal has received the purchaser’s money, because receipt by the agent is receipt by the principal, or perhaps the agent has actually turned over the money to his principal, the latter supposing his agent had received it as the purchase price of another horse that he had authority to sell for eighty dollars. If the knowledge of the agent is the knowledge of the principal in such a case, the ability of the principal to protect himself from the improper acts of his agent by notifying third parties of the limitations on the agent’s authority is greatly curtailed.

I know of no case stating that the knowledge of the agent is not that of the principal if the third party knows that the agent is exceeding his authority, but there are plenty of cases holding that no title passes in situations like the horse case just referred to. It is well established that if the third party knows that the agent is committing a fraud on his principal, the knowledge of the agent is not that of the principal.

In cases like the Hunt case the insured notifies the agent that the premises will be unoccupied. The insured would know, if he read his policy and could understand it, that upon the receipt of that information it was the duty of the agent to put the proper indorsement on the policy or else to cancel it. Further, when the insured paid the next premium, and some agent received it without making the proper indorsement on the policy, he would know either that the agent was acting improperly, or else did not know of the ground of forfeiture. But is it not desirable that thousands of people take out insurance who have not intellectual acumen enough to understand the terms of their policies, much less to realize that when they are satisfied with the oral permission of an agent they are permitting the agent to disregard the orders of his principal? This is the real question at

---

12 2 C. J. 598; Mechem on Agency, §§ 854, 922.
13 2 C. J. 871, and cases there cited; 2 Mechem on Agency, § 1826.
issue between the majority and the minority: Which rule is
the better in the light of public policy?

The argument against the public policy of allowing the in-
surance company to limit the authority of its agent is ably stated
by Judge Dunbar in his concurring opinion in Nixon v. Travelers' 
Insurance Company. 14

"I concur in the result, for the reason that the record
shows that the assured had actual knowledge, outside of the
stipulation in the policy, of the limitations on the agent’s
authority, but not on the ground stated in the majority opinion.
I make no question of the correctness of the rule stated in
relation to the general law of agency, but do not think the
strict rule ought to apply to insurance and other similar
companies which do their business exclusively through agents.
In such cases all the actors are necessarily agents. The
company is composed of agents; and persons who contract
with the company will, in spite of all theories of law, rely
upon the statements of such agents, and will regard them as
the company. They will not scrutinize closely all the condi-
tions contained in the body of the policy, and could not under-
stand many of them if they did. They will rely upon the
statements of the agents appointed by the company, and who
come to deal with them armed with the recommendations of
the company; and innocent parties, who act on their advice,
ought not to suffer. In addition to this the contracts are in a
sense one-sided. They are prepared in advance by the agents
of the company, without any consultations with or consider-
ation by the assured, and they place the parties in a different
position, so far as responsibility is concerned, from the
ordinary mutual contract or agreement made and entered into
between individuals." 15

Judge Dunbar might well have added that the company will not
change the wording of its policy to please the would-be insured,
and the only choice open to him is to take the policy offered to
him or to go without protection. 16

If Judge Dunbar's view of public policy is correct, the fact
that the insured has actual knowledge of the limitation on the
authority of the agent should not bar his recovery.

The New York standard fire insurance policy 16 has the

14 25 Wash 294, (1901), 65 Pac. 195. Similar reasoning is found in
Wilson v. Commercial Union Assur. Co. (Vt. 1916), 96 Atl. 540; Farmers
16 Prescribed by law in 16 states.
clause limiting the agent's authority at the end of the policy in heavy type. The California standard fire insurance policy has the clause at the bottom of the first page just above the signature of the company's representative. Nearly all the life insurance policies either have the clause in a very prominent position or else preceded by some such heading as "Powers of Agents" in large letters. So that usually, if the insured even glances through his policy, he cannot help noting the limitation on the agent's authority.

Public policy certainly does not necessitate the insured's swearing that he signed the paper without knowing whether it was an insurance policy or a gift deed of all he owned, as a prerequisite to recovery. The real basis of recovery, as stated by Judge Dunbar, is that the insured is forced to accept a policy containing many terms far beyond his comprehension, and that the agent of the company is the natural and proper person for him to turn to for their interpretation.

In favor of the common law rule allowing the limitation on the agent's authority are also weighty considerations of public policy. The insurance companies are no more able to prevent misrepresentations of their agents than the railways are the negligence of theirs. The companies will take into account the loss they suffer through the improper conduct of their agents in determining their rates. Thus the result of making the companies liable for the oral misrepresentations of their agents will be to make those of the insured who have the ability and take the time to decipher their policies pay for the negligence or inability of the others. Further, very often the effect of the reliance of the insured upon an oral representation or permission given him by the agent is to give him insurance below the established tariff; in terms of railway rates, to give him a rebate. Insurance rebates are, of course, against public policy, but not so strongly as are railway rebates, for while the latter are procured by the strongest competitors and enable them to drive out the others, the former are almost invariably obtained by the weaker members of society.

The reason any insurance agent would give you for inserting in the policy limitations on his authority is that the company suspects of being dishonest not him but the insured. Cheating life insurance companies, for example, would be poor sport if you had to have a written statement from the company before
claiming that, although you paid the premium appropriate to an Olympic champion, nevertheless the company knew that you were dying of consumption and that your representations to the contrary were made merely because the agent told you it didn’t matter what you answered. If the companies are not allowed to require all the terms of the insurance contract to be in writing, it is almost impossible for them to prevent a large amount of fraud. It is well recognized among attorneys for insurance companies that, no matter what evidence they produce, the jury will always believe the insured. Insurance agents are not selected from ex-convicts, and it is beyond belief that it is always they who do the lying. Of course the difficulty of preventing the insured from defrauding them if they cannot limit their agent's authority is not a sufficient reason for allowing the companies to limit the authority of their agents and thereby defraud the insured. Furthermore, the general policy of the law today is to give greater rather than less effect to oral acts and representations as distinguished from those made more formally. Nevertheless, the danger of their being defrauded by manufactured parol testimony which the jury will almost certainly believe should be considered before deciding that public policy requires that insurance companies be deprived of an effective means of preventing fraud which the common law allowed them and which the law still allows persons in all other lines of activity.

This argument would, however, have been entitled to more weight ten years ago than today. The chance of an insurance company, especially a life insurance company, receiving fair treatment in court is much greater today than then. The insurance companies are placing greater value on the good will of the public and changing their methods of business accordingly. "We are not insisting on technicalities to the extent we once did," said one life insurance agent. The judges and juries are commencing to realize this change and to give the companies, especially the life insurance companies, better treatment.

Nevertheless, the fact that the law still allows persons engaged in any business but insurance to limit the power of their agents to change their contracts is, if true, a very strong argument in favor of the common law rule. I have been able to find but two other classes of contracts in which such limitations are com-
monly inserted, viz., building contracts and conditional sales or sales on approval contracts.

When constructing a large building the owner usually employs an architect to draw up plans, hire contractors, supervise their work and act as arbitrator in all disputes between them and the owner. The architect is usually given power to order extra work or omissions within very wide limits. The one curb regularly put upon his authority is that no work not required by the plans and specifications shall be paid for unless ordered by the architect in writing.

If there is a provision in the contract requiring a written order from the architect, can the contractor recover for extras done without one? I have been able to find only fifteen states in which this question has been decided by appellate courts. In all but three of them the contractor would probably be denied recovery. The weight of authority is thus directly contrary to the way it is in insurance cases. In general, if the courts of a state hold that a provision limiting the authority of agents to change the contract orally is valid in an insurance contract, they hold a similar provision in a building contract valid, and vice versa. Texas, however, holds such a provision invalid in an insurance contract and valid in a building contract, while if it is fair to judge the law of a state from a single decision of the federal court, Virginia and West Virginia hold just the opposite, that the provision is valid in an insurance contract, but not in a

---


Indiana: Duncan v. Board of Commissioners (1862), 19 Ind. 154.


building contract. Thus it is possible that the reason the weight of authority is on opposite sides of our question in insurance and building contract cases is that building contract cases have not arisen in states that hold limitations on the authority of agents invalid in insurance contracts.

The opportunity for one party to overreach the other is perhaps not so great in big building contracts as in insurance contracts, but it is still very great. The ability of the owner to force the contractor to accept a contract providing that the owner's agent, the architect, shall be the sole arbiter of all disputes, shows the inequality of the parties in bargaining power. The fact that the contractor understands the meaning of the contract and realizes that he will be at the mercy of a dishonest owner and architect, but signs the contract because competition makes it impossible for him to get a better one, is no reason why the courts should not be as willing to protect him as an insured who does not realize what he is getting into.

In conditional sale or sale on approval contracts, the situation of the parties is very similar to that in insurance contracts. The great majority of such cases in which the question has arisen have been cases of sales of farming machinery. In them you have on the one side a powerful corporation, like the International Harvester Company, that is selling its machines on contracts which are drawn up with great care at the home office, through agents whose earnings depend upon the number of sales they make and who thus have just as much reason as an insurance agent to try to overstep the purchaser. On the other side of the contract you have a farmer who presumably has had little education and will not hire a lawyer. He must be in modest circumstances or he would secure the cash discount obtainable by purchasing his farming machinery outright. He probably is very much in need of a machine to help him harvest his crops and has had little if any experience with harvesting machinery and is utterly unable to tell in advance a good machine from a bad one. When such a person comes into court and says the agent told him that the machine would thresh forty bushels of wheat a day and he could not tell from the long contract in very small print just what the machine was warranted to do, I should think the courts would be just as willing to grant him relief as if he were an insured alleging that he had been misled by the agent of a
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powerful insurance company. In twenty-one states I have found cases dealing with the power of an agent under a conditional sale contract providing that no agent shall have authority to modify the contract except in writing. In sixteen states such a provision is held valid,18 while five states are contra.18 In ten of the sixteen states, a similar provision in an insurance contract is held invalid.

OHIO: Baltimore & Ohio R. Co. v. Jolly Bros. & Co. (1904), 71 Ohio 92, 72 N. E. 888.

NEW YORK: Taub v. Woodruff (Tex. 1910), 134 S. W. 750; Ferrier v. Knox County (Tex. 1896), 33 S. W. 896.
INDIANA: Bragg v. Bamberger (1864), 23 Ind. 198.

SOUTH DAKOTA: Reeves & Co. v. Lewis et al. (1910), 25 S. D. 44, 125 N. W. 299.
So far we have assumed that there was already an existing contract between the parties, but the same problem may arise before the contract has been entered into. For example, the policy may make it a condition precedent to the attachment of the risk that the insured be the owner in fee of the premises in question. The property is mortgaged, but the insured claims the agent told him at the time he took out the policy that fact was immaterial. Can the insured show this oral modification in the printed form of contract in the face of a provision that no agent has authority to vary any provision of this policy except in writing? Here we have all the questions which we have been considering, and, in addition, the problem of the parol evidence rule, for the insured is offering prior or contemporaneous negotiations for the purpose of varying, contradicting or adding to the written contract. The Supreme Court of the United States will not let the insured do this. It has said, through Mr. Justice Holmes in Lumber Underwriters v. Rife:

"Therefore, when, by its written stipulation the document gave notice that a certain term was insisted upon, it would be contrary to the fundamental theory of the legal relations established to allow parol proof that at the very moment when the policy was delivered that term was waived. . . . No rational theory of contract can be made that does not hold the assured to know the contents of the instrument to which he seeks to hold the other party."

But the weight of authority is against the Supreme Court. The majority of the courts are not only willing to change the common law of agency for the benefit of the insured, but also to do away with the parol evidence rule, a rule itself founded on public policy and established for the purpose of preventing fraud. This violation of the parol evidence rule can only be justified

---

West Virginia: Fruit Dispatch Co. v. Ellis (1914), 75 W. Va. 52, 83 S. E. 187.


Kansas: Nichols & Shepard Co. v. Maxon (1907), 76 Kan. 607, 92 Pac. 545.


Wisconsin: Bannon v. C. Aultman & Co. (1891), 80 Wis. 307, 49 N. W. 967.


See note in 16 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1165.
if insurance contracts are so different from all other contracts that in them the danger of fraud and injustice is greater if the contract is strictly enforced than if parol evidence is admitted to vary its terms.

We have seen that by the weight of authority an agent, except a mere solicitor, has implied authority orally to change or waive the provisions of an insurance contract in the face of a clause in the policy to the contrary; that in reaching this result the courts have gone contrary to the common law of agency and have ridden rough-shod over the parol evidence rule where necessary; that the decisions of the majority can be justified only on the ground of public policy; that in conditional sale and construction contracts where exactly similar considerations of public policy arise, the courts refuse to depart from the common law of agency.

It may be that the majority are right and that public policy requires that whenever a principal deals through an agent he be not allowed to limit the ostensible authority of his agent by provisions in any contract. But such a change in our law of agency is so fundamental that it should not be made by the courts, but by the legislature. Further, I do not believe that in insurance contracts justice between the parties requires such a change in our law. I think that the ignorance of the portion of our population who take out insurance is greatly over-estimated by the courts. This is especially true in fire insurance, which is never taken out by the submerged tenth, but by property-owners: the same class in our population who execute deeds, mortgages and contracts. Every one of the twenty-seven states\(^{22}\) which have prescribed the form of fire insurance contracts have required that the contract contain a clause limiting the authority of agents to vary the contract orally. The true remedy for the situation is the one that these states are now using, to have the legislature or a state insurance commissioner prescribe just what conditions an insurance policy shall contain, so that neither party will have an undue advantage over the other.

San Francisco, California.

Sam B. Warner.

\(^{22}\) Arizona, California, Connecticut, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washington, West Virginia and Wisconsin.